Nancy Drew Diaries chapter books
All titles can be found in the juvenile mystery collection under J M KEE.

0  #1 Curse of the Arctic Star
0  #2 Strangers On a Train
0  #3 Mystery of the Midnight Rider
0  #4 Once Upon a Thriller
0  #5 Sabotage at Willow Woods
0  #6 Secret at Mystic Lake
0  #7 The Phantom of Nantucket
0  #8 The Magician’s Secret
0  #9 The Clue at Black Creek Farm
0  #10 A Script for Danger
0  #11 The Red Slippers
0  #12 The Sign in the Smoke
0  #13 The Ghost of Grey Fox Inn
0  #14 Riverboat Roulette
0  #15 The Professor and the Puzzle
0  #16 The Haunting on Heliotrope Lane
0  #17 Famous Mistakes
0  #18 The Stolen Show
0  #19 Hidden Pictures
0  #20 The Vanishing Statue - Coming Soon!
0  #21 Danger at the Iron Dragon - Coming Soon!
0  Special Edition - A Nancy Drew Christmas
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